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Introduction
This manual discusses the use of the KOxpress toolbar as well as procedures for laying out and specifying Xsite
and Xsede, whose drawings and installation documents differ from those of most other panel systems.

Purpose of the KOxpress Toolbar
The KOxpress Toolbar provides a group of AutoCAD functions and files which assist with preparing Kimball Office
furniture drawings in 20-20 CAP Designer. Some of the functions are specific to Xsite and Xsede; others are
useful when working with any product line.

Dealer and KO Internal versions
Separate versions of KOxpress are provided for dealers and KO internal users. The only difference between the
two is in the title blocks provided. The title blocks in the KO Internal version include a Kimball Office logo and
KO-standard disclaimer text. In the dealer version, these are not present in the title block.
You can edit the title blocks to add your company’s information. The files are AutoCAD .DWT drawing templates,
and are located in folder C:\KOXPRESS. The file names identify the sheet size and horizontal/vertical format.
Those with the suffix PRESET are used by the Preset Title Block Insertion commands, which create a group of
nine sheets.

AutoCAD version compatibility
The KOxpress functions work with all CAP-supported versions of AutoCAD (ACAD 2013 and later, at the time of
publication).

Installing the KOxpress Toolbar
Uninstall your old version of KOXpress, download and unzip the compressed file containing the new version, and
modify the AutoCAD settings.

Uninstalling an older version of KOxpress
If you have an existing KOxpress toolbar installed, you should uninstall it before proceeding. At the AutoCAD
command prompt, enter CUI.

In the upper left list, scroll down, expand Partial Customization Files by left-clicking on the plus sign, and rightclick on KOXPRESS.
Select KOXPRESS, not EXPRESS, which is a part of AutoCAD.

In the right-click menu, select Unload KOXPRESS.CUIX. Then select OK to apply the change and close the CUI
window. The KOxpress toolbars are removed.

Downloading the installation file
The compressed .EXE archive containing the KOxpress toolbar files can be downloaded from Kimball Office at
<URL>. Select one of the subfolders containing either the KO internal version of KOXPRESS.EXE or the dealer
version.
The internal version’s title blocks include the KO logo and disclaimer, while in the dealer version these fields are left blank for user
modification. The versions are otherwise identical.

Left-click on KOEXPRESS.EXE to download it. You may either Run the file or Save it to a temporary location such
as your desktop or a USB flash drive. If you save the file, you can run it afterward by double-clicking on it. This is
useful for installing on multiple machines.
Your network’s security settings may not allow you to download .EXE files. In this case, select Save, and change the file name from
KOXPRESS.EXE to KOXPRESS.ZIP. After downloading, you may either change the name back to .EXE, or you may manually create folder
C:\KOXPRESS and extract the zipfile’s contents to that folder.

Running KOXPRESS.EXE displays the WinZip Self-Extractor window, which creates a folder and copies the
KOxpress files into it. The default folder location is C:\KOXPRESS; you can change it to any other location if
desired, and modify the folder path references discussed later in this manual to match. Select Unzip to complete
the extraction.
If you chose to Save the downloaded file, you can delete it after extracting its contents.

Adding the KOxpress folder to the AutoCAD support file search path
AutoCAD needs to know the location of the KOxpress files. (If you previously had KOxpress 2012 installed, the
support file search path should already be set up, but it’s a good idea to verify the Options setting.) At the
AutoCAD command prompt, enter OPTIONS. In the Options window, select the File tab.

Expand the Support File Search Path by left-clicking on the plus sign to its left.



If C:\KOXPRESS appears on the list, then you don’t need to do anything, and you can close the Options
window.
If C:\KOXPRESS isn’t listed, then select Add to add a new folder to the path, then select Browse. In the
Browse For Folder window, select C:\KOXPRESS, then OK. Then select OK in the Options window to
apply the changes and close the window.

If you extracted the KOxpress files to a different location, select that folder instead.

Loading the KOxpress menu
AutoCAD’s CUI (Customize User Interface) window is used to load the KOxpress menu, displaying the toolbars.
At the AutoCAD command prompt, enter CUI.

Above the upper left list, select the Load Partial Customization File button. In the Open window, go to folder
C:\KOXPRESS and select file KOXpress.cuix, then Open. Then select OK in the CUI window. The KOXpress
toolbars are displayed, and tab KOXPRESS is added to the ribbon.

If you extracted the KOxpress files to a different location, select that folder instead.
If the toolbar button icon graphics are not displayed, verify that the support file search path is set correctly, and that the individual files
have been extracted from download file KOXPRESS.EXE into that folder. It may be necessary to exit AutoCAD and reenter for the toolbar
button icons to be displayed.

KO-specific template and configuration files
KOxpress includes templates with useful presets for AutoCAD drawings, CAP layer profiles, and Worksheet
column configurations.

Drawing template files
If you don’t already have a preferred AutoCAD drawing template, you can use one of the KOxpress templates
found in folder C:\KOXPRESS. aaKimballOffice.dwt is blank, while aaKimballOffice_X.dwt provides a 1’ grid.
The method for starting a drawing using a template is described below, in section Recommended Settings for AutoCAD and CAP.

Layer profiles
A general-purpose KO layer profile and a Hum-specific layer profile are provided for use with CAP’s
Layer
Profiles command. In the Layer Profiles window, select Load, then go to folder C:KOXPRESS and select
KOLayerProfiles.prf or HumLayerProfiles.prf.

To automatically load a layer profile at startup, refer to section Recommended Settings for AutoCAD and CAP.

Worksheet templates
In 20-20 Worksheet, a template file allows you to select an arrangement of columns and other settings to
quickly configure the layout of columns and rows in the table. Two templates are included with KOxpress: KO
Check Template, optimized for checking the specification, and KO Final Template, a standardized layout for
printed specifications.
You can use these template files either by copying them to Worksheet’s existing Templates folder alongside the
standard Worksheet templates, or by setting Worksheet to look for templates in C:\KOxpress. To continue using
the existing Worksheet templates in addition to the KO templates, copy files KO Check Template.template and
KO Final Template.template to folder My Documents\CAP\Templates.

If the KO templates do not appear in the Worksheet templates list after copying the files, Worksheet may be set to look for templates in a
different folder. The template folder setting is listed under Tools/Preferences/Folders + Files/Worksheet Templates.

You may prefer to print using a Report rather than printing directly from the Worksheet table, in order to avoid
manually flattening and consolidating CAP Standards (e.g. Xsite panel run line items). Refer to section Xsite Run
CAP Standards in 20-20 Worksheet, below.

Recommended settings for AutoCAD and CAP
Presetting defaults can eliminate some manual operations.

Startup dialog box

AutoCAD can be set to display the Create New Drawing window when creating a new drawing or starting a
session. This is recommended since it allows a drawing template to be selected, standardizing settings such as
units and styles.
On the AutoCAD command line, enter STARTUP 1.
The startup dialog box setting is also selectable in the Options window’s System tab.
Displaying the Create New Drawing window by default has been known (in some cases) to correct a common problem where AutoCAD
crashes when opening a DWG file by double-clicking on it in Windows Explorer.
When a default drawing template file is selected, the Create New Drawing window is not displayed regardless of its setting. If STARTUP=1
and the Create New Drawing window does not appear when you start a new drawing, check Options window/File tab/Template
Settings/Default Template File Name for QNEW. If you always use the same drawing template, however, you may prefer to set it as the
default and not display the Create New Drawing window.

Drawing template file location
Setting a default location for drawing template files makes the Create New Drawing window easier to use. On
the AutoCAD command line, enter OPTIONS. In the File tab, under Template Settings, select Drawing Template
File Location, then Browse. Select the folder where your template files are stored.
KO template files aaKimballOffice.dwt and aaKimballOffice_X.dwt are in folder C:\KOXPRESS after installation, but may be moved or
copied to any other folder.

Default layer profile
You may want to load a layer profile by default when CAP starts rather than loading it manually.

In the CAP Designer pulldown menu,
select Preferences. Under General,
select checkbox Automatically Load
Layer Profile. Select the … button,
browse to folder C:\KOXPRESS, and
select one of the layer profile list
files.

Xsite automation settings
The Automation page of the CAP
Designer Preferences window
includes a number of settings
pertaining to Xsite automation.
When you select Apply or OK, you’ll get a
message stating that you must be running
AutoCAD in Administrator mode to save
Preferences changes. This isn’t true for
Automation settings changes; these settings
can be changed without being in
Administrator mode. Administrator mode is
required for changes to the other tabs such as
General and Advanced, but not for
Automation. (To open ACAD in Administrator
mode, you can right-click on the desktop icon

and select Run As Administrator.)

Add Elevation name to ‘Alias1’Column in Worksheet takeoffs
When checked, Worksheet line items for Xsite run components (e.g. frames, tiles, Traxx, top caps, frameless
glass) have the name of the elevation which is assigned to their Xsite run appearing in the Alias1 column. This
can be useful in checking a
specification, but it’s not
recommended because of the
packaging problems which occur if
you don’t remove the Alias1 values
before ordering.
It’s important to delete these Alias1
values prior to submitting an order,
since they prevent similar items from being packaged together, causing excessive packaging and increased
shipping and installation costs. Alias1 values are used in carton sidemarks, and items with different carton
sidemarks must be packaged separately. Alias1, 2, and 3 fields should normally be used for area names only,
unless the exact same alias is applied to all of the line items in the order.
The Add Elevation Name To Alias1 function is redundant, since Xsite panel run components are already segregated into CAP Standards
which are identified by name. It may be useful if you routinely flatten the worksheet before checking, but don’t consolidate it. However,
it’s generally easier to check each of the run standards individually before flattening and consolidating.

Elevation marker radius size
This is a legacy setting for Xsite 1 drawings, and has no effect in current layouts. Elevation markers are not
generated for Xsite 2 runs.

Elevation label text size
Controls the height of the elevation name designators which appear adjacent to Xsite runs in plan view.

Plan View Layout text size and distance above structure
Controls the appearance of the frame width dimensions generated by the Create/Update Plan View Layout
command.
Huge text size in frame width dimensions is an occasional problem, but it’s not commonly caused by this setting. The usual cause is a
nonzero height assigned to the Standard text style. Use ACAD’s Style command to change the Standard text style height to zero, then
rerun Create/Update Plan View Layout to correct the problem.

Topcaps
Default setting for widths of autogenerated Xsite top caps, to match frame widths or use maximum widths. It
can be overridden for an individual elevation by using the Elevation Properties command.

Frameless Glass Topcaps and Frameless Glass Type
Select Rail or Bracket FG topcap type, and Clear or Etched FG pane type. Selections immediately affect all
frameless glass instances in the current drawing. Refer to the detailed discussion of Xsite frameless glass under
Elevation Properties.

KOxpress Toolbar functions
Dimension Structure
Sets the dimension style primary units to Fractional, makes the KOStructure dimension style current, and starts
the Create/Update Plan View Structure command.

Station Number
Inserts the station number block, which identifies a station or area number. Following block insertion, the
Station Number attribute value is requested.
Station number text is on layer NotesGeneral.

Stylus BT Text Style
Sets the current text style to StylusBT.

General Notes
Sets the current layer to NotesGeneral and starts the MTEXT command.
The current text style is used.

Plan Notes
Sets the current layer to NotesPlan and starts the MTEXT command.

Component Notes
Sets the current layer to NotesComponents and starts the MTEXT command.

Electrical Notes
Sets the current layer to NotesElectrical and starts the MTEXT command.

Elevation Notes
Sets the current layer to NotesElevation and starts the MTEXT command.

HidePrecision 1
Increases accuracy of hidden line views.
May possibly affect performance, per the AutoCAD help file notes on variable HIDEPRECISION. To deactivate, enter HIDEPRECISION 0 on
the command line. HIDEPRECISION is always set to 0 at the beginning of a session.

KOqleader
Sets the current text style to StylusBT, sets the current dimension style to KOStructure, and starts the QLEADER
command.

Purge Reset
Eliminates all unused layers, blocks, and styles and sets the current layer to A-FURN. Since not all of the layers
created by KOXpress title block insertion are used in all drawings, this function serves to shorten the layer list.
The purge function is identical to AutoCAD’s Purge All.

Title Block Edit
Edits title block text in all current paper space tabs simultaneously.

Custom Title Block Insertion
Creates a new paper space tab and inserts a title block of the selected size (A-E) and format (horizontal or
vertical).
Nine viewports, with layer visibility presets as described below, are provided in each sheet. Move the desired
viewports into the title block and stretch them to size. The unused viewports may be deleted.

Preset Title Block Insertion
Creates nine new paper space tabs with title blocks of the selected size and format.
Tile Elevation

Displays Xsite elevations without frames, so that tiles/Traxx/top caps are clearly visible.
Structure Elevation

Displays Xsite elevations without tiles/Traxx/top caps, so that frames and mid-frame supports are clearly visible.
Structure & Electrical Plan

Displays 2D Xsite runs (without elevation name tags and run width/height tags) and connectors, frame width
dimensions generated by the Create/Update Plan View Layout command, and electrical components.

Cetra panels, IWEQ panels, and wall-mounted tiles are also displayed.

Elevation Tags

Displays 2D Xsite runs with elevation name tags and run width/height tags, along with connectors.
Cetra panels, IWEQ panels, and wall-mounted tiles are also displayed.

Component Plan

Displays 2D Xsite run outlines only, along with worksurfaces and storage.
All other 2D items are also displayed.

3D View

Displays all 3D items.
Default camera position is 225°@19.5° elevation.

Support & Electrical Plan

Displays 2D worksurfaces, undersurface supports, and electrical. Primarily used with Priority layouts.
Support Plan

Displays 2D worksurfaces and undersurface supports. Primarily used with Priority layouts.
3D Support

Displays 3D undersurface supports. Primarily used with Priority layouts.

Xsite layout and specification process
This section describes how Xsite is specified in CAP. In general, the steps are:
















Lay out structure runs in plan view.
Create elevations which describe the unique frame and tile configurations in the design, and assign an
elevation to each run. An elevation is a template, not an individual run; it may be assigned to more than
one run.
Place tiles on the front and back faces of each elevation template. Select options for tiles at this point if
desired, particularly in layouts where multiple fabrics are used. Create a tile schedule to identify tile
materials using elevation tile finish codes.
Modify the elevation template properties to add frameless glass and power poles, and to set door
material.
Generate frame width dimensions in plan view.
Generate connectors and trims.
Place base height electrical receptacles, power entries, and power/data tile electrical component callout
blocks in plan view. Generate base height jumper cables. Set punched wireway cover locations in
Elevation Properties.
Place tech tile power kits, receptacles, and cover/data plates.
Place worksurfaces and storage. Generate mounting brackets.
Run a BOM takeoff to Worksheet.
Flatten and consolidate run CAP Standards if desired.
Generate a 3D model.

Laying out Xsite structure runs
You don’t place individual frames in an Xsite layout. Instead, you place symbols representing entire panel runs
and then generate their frames in the elevation views of each run. That’s because Xsite tiles may span multiple
frames, so that it’s not possible to treat a single frame as a panel.
The Create Structure Run command displays the Structure Run Tool window. Select the
desired settings, then pick start and end points in plan view to draw the run object.
Finally, move and copy the run to the desired locations, using its corner snap nodes to attach to other runs
(similarly to attaching panels together).

Base frame height and stacking frame height are selected from the pulldown lists at the left. These are the
same for the entire width of the run object; if you need to change height in the middle of a run, place two
separate run objects end to end.

Structure Length indicates the current run width as you stretch it during placement.
Doorway places a door rather
than a standard run. A righthanded door is placed by
default; check Left Handed if
desired.
Doors are always 7 high, 36” or 42”
width, and nonpowered.

Off-Module Left/Right selections
are used when an end of the run is
supported by an off-module
connection rather than a connector
or wall. They cause the first or last
frame in the run elevation to be an
off-module type rather than a
standard type.
An off-module frame is never powered.
Powered run type can be selected (by
selecting Powered prior to Off-Module L/R),
but the off-module frame remains
nonpowered.

Frame Type designates
Nonpowered, Open Base, To The
Floor, or Powered frames for the entire
run. If you need to power only part of a
run, place two separate run objects end
to end.
A run object has a label at its midpoint
describing its width, base and stacking
heights, off-module frame locations, and
frame type. A nonpowered run has a blank frame type designator, an open base run X, a to-the-floor run F, and
a powered run E.

Modifying an existing run
To change any of the characteristics listed above for a run object, you must first
disassociate it from its assigned elevation using the Break Elevation Link command.
(Delete the unused elevation marker tags next to the run object after doing this.) Then

modify the run object using Edit the Structure Run. Finally, create or assign a new elevation for the run
object.
When modifying runs, remember that tiles may be copied from one elevation to another. If you’re changing a
run from nonpowered to powered, you’ll need to create a new elevation for the powered run, but you can then
copy all of the tiles as a group from the old elevation to the new one.

Elevations
An elevation is a pair of front and back views of a run design. The design describes
the frames and mid-frame supports, tiles, Traxx, top caps, and frameless glass for a
run or a number of identical runs.
Create/Assign an Elevation displays the Assign Structure window,
where you select one or more existing run objects and either create a
new elevation for them or assign an existing elevation which matches
their characteristics.
First, using the Select Structure button, select one or more identical
run objects in the plan.
If the selected run objects are not identical, the elevation created matches the first
selected run.

If you already have a previously created elevation whose width, height,
power type, and off-module type match the selected run, select it
from the Assign to Existing Elevation list, or use the Select Elevation
button and pick the elevation entity in the drawing. Then select Assign to apply the elevation template to the
run.
To create a new elevation, enter a name such as A or Elev 01 in the blank field, then select a frame width from
the Structure Spacing list. The elevation will include as many frames of this width as possible, and will fill the
remaining space at the left end with one or two frames of a different width. You can adjust frame widths after
the elevation is placed.
Topcaps appear in red, with their widths listed above. Traxx segments appear in yellow, with a T prefix in front
of the width. Mid-frame supports are green and have an MFS designator. Frame widths appear on the wireway
covers or below the frames. A powered frames has a horizontal line on the wireway cover. The elevation name
is listed below the left end of the elevation, with designator F (front) or B (back).

A rollover tooltip lists information about the elevation, including the quantity of currently attached tiles and the
topcap material.
If a 3” frame extender is required (when the run width isn’t a multiple of 6”), it is placed at the right end of the run by default. It can be
relocated to a frame joint by dragging its grip in the same way that frame widths are resized.

Select Create, then place the front and back elevation objects in the drawing. Usually you will place these side by
side. For wide runs, you may want to place the back elevation below the front elevation. The main consideration
is how you intend to arrange the elevations page in your printout.
If multiple plan view run objects are attached end-to-end (typically for a change of height or partial-width
power), all of those runs are combined in a single elevation.

Resizing frames

To change frame widths, select either the front or rear elevation. (It’s usually easiest to pick the wireway cover
or one of the labels, avoiding the tiles.) A blue grip appears at the midpoint of each frame joint. Drag this grip
left or right to resize the two frames at that joint.
The maximum width for a frame is 48”, and the minimum is 18”.
Frames will not resize beyond these limits.
Frame resizing can be disabled using the Lock Frames selection
under Elevation Properties/General.
Splitting and combining frames is done by first resizing the
existing frames to widths which are valid for splitting or
combining, and then using the Split and Combine Next buttons in
the Elevation Properties window’s Frame Structure tab.

Placing and optioning tiles
Tiles are placed on the elevation rather than
in plan view. Use the Insert Elevation Tiles
command, which opens the Xsite Tile
Insertion Wizard. This window inserts
elevation tile symbols
rather than plan view
or 3D. Tile symbols are found under Xsite
Frames & Related Items/Tiles.

The table of contents in the Tile Insertion Wizard acts similarly to that in the CAP Explorer palette. However, to
insert the symbol without optioning, use the Insert button
rather than dragging the item into the drawing. Left-clicking on
the item (or selecting Next) opens an option selection window,
as in CAP Explorer.
Right-clicking on the item displays the same context menu as in CAP Explorer.
However, bookmarking an item is ineffective, since it creates a bookmark to
the plan view symbol rather than the elevation symbol.

Elevation tile symbols should be snapped to the visible snap
nodes in the elevations for proper placement. The symbol’s
insertion point is at its lower left, and a double line at the top
edge indicates the Traxx location for that tile.

Traxx and MFS generation
A Traxx section is automatically generated along the top edge of the tile. If the tile’s top edge is adjacent to
another tile’s top edge, the two Traxx sections are combined. If the end of the Traxx section is not within 6” of a
frame joint, it is displayed in red rather than in yellow, indicating improper support.
Traxx sections are also generated
along the top edges of the run when
the front and back elevations are
created. These are required to
support the top cap, and so are
generated independently from tile
placement.
A mid-frame support is generated
along the top edge of the tile if
required. Mid-frame supports at 2
and 4 heights, which are shipped
with the frame and are not separately specified, always appear unless they are manually deselected or are
automatically deselected when a window tile is placed.
3” and 6” wide tiles can cause short Traxx sections to generate which require modification in Worksheet to price properly, since the
shortest available Traxx length is 18”. Traxx sections shorter than 18” appear in Worksheet as part number 36P18PMT-Cx (x=actual Traxx
segment width in the elevation). To correctly specify the Traxx section, remove the suffix from the part number so that it reads 36P18PMT.
Traxx sections shorter than 18” must be field cut and touched up, and should generally be avoided in the design.

Improper tile placement errors

When a tile is placed in
an invalid location, it is
marked with a red X in
the elevation. Invalid tile
locations include
overlapping tiles of all
types; glass, power/data,
and other deep tile types
crossing a joint between
two frames (collision
with frame); power/data
tiles at 1 Height (no valid
base-to-tile jumper); storage tiles at 1 Height (collision with frame); and To-The-Floor tiles/frames which are
improperly combined with non-TTF tiles/frames.
When a red-X error is displayed, the elevation’s rollover tooltip lists the cause of the error.
Invalidly placed tiles often fail to generate Traxx.

Optioning multiple tile fabrics
In a layout where more than one panel fabric is used, it’s best to select the fabric options in the drawing so that
they are identified in the elevations along with a tile schedule to guide installers. The three-character code
which appears before the dash on each tile elevation symbol handles this. The first two characters identify the
tile type: AC identifies a fabric acoustical tile. The third character is a digit identifying the various fabrics, which
are described in a tile schedule.
Xsite elevation tile symbols are optioned either when they are placed (via the Next button in the tile wizard) or
using the normal methods (usually, the paint palette button). Optioning an Xsite elevation tile displays the Xsite
Tile Insertion Wizard rather than the standard options window. This wizard automatically creates a new finish
code when a tile’s fabric or finish options are selected, and allows previously selected options to be applied to
the current tile by selecting the existing finish code from a list.

Example: In the run shown above, two fabrics need to be applied. The front elevation has different fabrics above and below worksurface
height, and the back elevation tiles have the same fabric as the
lower tile. Initially, all tiles have code AC0, since the symbols were
placed without optioning.

The upper tile on the front face is optioned with Grade A Fusion
16110 Platinum. AC1 is assigned in the wizard and in the elevation.
Similarly, the lower tile on the front face is
optioned with Grade B Fuse 10320 Clam. It
receives code AC2 to differentiate it from the
upper tile.
The back side tiles are also Fuse 10320 Clam. In
optioning them, the previously defined finish code
AC2 is selected from the pulldown list at the top
of the Xsite Tile Insertion Wizard window.
Note: Code AC0 denotes “no fabric option
selection”. It isn’t possible to reset a tile to this
value in the Xsite Tile Insertion Wizard, but the

tile’s CAPTG attribute value can be changed in AutoCAD’s Properties list to correct an accidentally assigned finish code in the elevation.
This does not change option selections in the Worksheet BOM takeoff.

Tile schedule
The tile schedule identifies the various fabrics appearing in the elevations. When
required, it should normally be included in the printout on the page with the
elevations.
In the previous example, selecting the Create/Update Tile Schedule command generates
the table shown at left.

The tile schedule also lists other tile finishes such as paints, woods, and
markerboards. These are usually consistent throughout the design and
do not require a tile schedule to be generated, however.

Resizing Traxx section widths
Traxx can be resized and split or combined by dragging the grips associated with them left or right, in the same
way that frames are resized. The grips appear when the elevation
is selected. To move the joint between two adjacent Traxx
sections, drag the grip which is displayed at the joint. To split the
rightmost Traxx section, drag the grip at its right end to the left.
To combine the two rightmost Traxx sections, drag the joint
between them to the right end of the elevation.

Elevation Properties
The Elevation Properties command
displays the Elevation Properties window,
which has various selections for modifying the run components.

General tab
Lock Frames

Disables frame resizing, which can normally be done by gripediting the joint.
Hide Frames

Turns off frame display for the selected elevation only. Does not
modify other elevations.
Topcap width settings

Allow User Control enables topcap widths to be resized by grip-editing, similarly to Traxx.
Match Vertical Spacing matches topcap widths to frame widths. Use Maximum Sizes generates the widest
possible topcap sections.

For a run with wide frameless glass, topcap width must be set to Match Vertical Spacing. Frameless glass will
not span multiple frames when the elevation is set to Use Maximum Sizes.
To change the default setting in future drawings from Match Vertical Spacing to Use Maximum Sizes, modify the Preferences setting
rather than the Elevation Properties setting.

Hide Grid

Turns off tile location snap points for the selected elevation only.
Hide Traxx

Turns off Traxx display for the selected elevation only.
Hide Dimensions

Turns off frame height display for the selected elevation only.

Frame Structure tab
The selections in this tab modify a single frame of the currently selected front or rear elevation, starting with the
leftmost frame. The Next button selects the next frame to the right, and the Previous button selects the next
frame to the left.
Current structure

Describes the currently selected frame.
Power/Data Pole

Substitutes a power/data pole and topcap for the current frame’s
topcap, and adjusts the adjacent topcaps if needed.
Stack Frameless Glass

Adds frameless glass above the current frame, and substitutes a
frameless glass topcap for the standard topcap.
Frameless glass topcap and pane type selection

Xsite frameless glass topcaps can be either Rail or Bracket type,
and FG panes can be either Clear or Etched glass. These two
selections aren’t found in the Elevation Properties box, but rather
in the Preferences dialog box’s Automation tab (CAP
Designer/Preferences/Automation). A change to either of these
selections immediately modifies all existing elevations in the
drawing. You can’t mix Rail and Bracket FG topcaps in the same
layout, or Clear and Etched FG panes.
The Elevation Properties settings affect only the currently selected run, while the Preferences settings affect all runs.

When you hit Apply or OK, you’ll get an error message stating that you
must be running ACAD in Administrator mode to change Preferences
selections. Ignore the error message; Automation selections can be
changed in User mode, but other Preferences can’t.

Hi-Lo

If an end of a FG pane is adjacent to a taller frame (at a connector or frame-to-frame joint), the FG pane and Rail
topcap must be 1” narrower on that end to accommodate the hi-lo trim kit. Select Hi-Lo to change the pane and
topcap to hi-lo models.
Extend FG to Next Frame

Extends the FG pane and topcap to span the next frame to the right of the current frame.
Topcap width setting effect on wide frameless glass

For a run with wide frameless glass, topcap width must be set to Match Vertical Spacing. Frameless glass will
not span multiple frames when the elevation is set to Use Maximum Sizes.
Extend FG to Next 2 Frames

Extends the FG pane and topcap to span the next two frames to the right of the current frame.
Mid-Structure Supports

Allows manual selection and deselection of mid-frame supports. In most cases, tile placement will automatically
handle MFS placement.
Doorway Finish

Selects wood or painted door material type for the current door. Frame is always painted.

Wireway Covers tab
Modifies the wireway cover of a single frame in the currently
selected front or back elevation, similarly to the Frame Structure
tab.
Current wireway cover

Describes the currently selected frame’s wireway cover width.
Cover type

Allows selection of non-punched, punched, or data port punched
type for the current wireway
cover. Controls the frame’s

wireway cover type option value in Worksheet.

Generating connectors and trims
Connector generation for Xsite is more or less the same as for other panel systems. Set the autohardware
preferences to control material and trim profile, then generate the connectors.
Selecting AH User Preferences displays the Auto Hardware User Preferences dialog box. The Notes tab displays
catalog notes. The General tab provides selections which control connector face material, topcap material, and
topcap profile.
The Connectors selection controls connector face material.
Top Cap Style controls topcap material and topcap profile
option selection for all panel run topcaps, connector
topcaps, end trims, and hi-lo trims.
To change the default Connectors and Top Cap Style selections so that a
different style or material is initially selected in a new drawing, modify
the settings in your drawing template DWT file. Subsequent new
drawings will default to the new selection.

The Auto Hardware command generates connectors, end
trims, and hi-lo trims for selected runs.

Generating frame width dimensions
The Create/Update Plan View Layout command generates dimension blocks
for selected run objects which, in addition to the frame width, also give the base and stacking heights and
display a line at the midline of each powered frame. Electrical jumper cable generation requires these blocks to
be present.
By default, frame width dimension blocks overlap the run object’s
elevation name tags, which are on layer A-FURN-P-ELEV-SYMBOL.
The KOxpress toolbar’s Structure & Electrical Plan viewport
freezes the elevation name layer so that the dimension blocks are
always legible. You can also change the Preferences setting for Plan View Layout Distance Above Structure if
desired.
If the dimension text is larger than expected, the likely problem is that the Standard text style has a nonzero height setting. Using
AutoCAD’s Style command, change Standard to zero height, then rerun Create/Update Plan View Layout.

Generating electrical jumpers
The Auto Electrical Hardware command displays the
Electrical Automation window, which allows wiring option
selection. Selecting OK generates jumper cables between

adjacent powered frames at base height. Pass-thru jumpers are not generated.

Technology tile electrical kits
All electrical components for Xsite tech
tiles are manually placed in plan view, and
do not appear in the elevation.
Example: A 108”w run with three 36”w frames is
powered using tech tiles above the worksurface (i.e.
in the 3 Height position). One of the frames is
powered at base height to allow power entry. Tech
tile electrical kits are used to jump from base height
to tile height and to power the three frames at tile
height.
Four types of power kits are available, with varying
combinations of jumper cables connecting the 36”w
Single power blocks. A kit can include a vertical
jumper cable (connecting to base height power), a
horizontal jumper cable (connecting to the next
power block), both vertical and horizontal jumper
cables, or neither.
In the first frame, a 36P36EHSVH, which includes
both vertical and horizontal jumpers, is used. This
connects to the base height power in the powered
frame, and to the next power kit.

In the second frame, a 36P36EHSH, which includes
a horizontal jumper, connects to the last power kit.

In the third frame, a 36P36EHS, which does not include any
jumpers, is used.

Tech tile receptacles, data plates, cover plates, and a floor power entry are placed to complete the electrical layout.

Power/data tile callout blocks
While most above-surface electrical applications now use technology tiles,
old-style power/data tiles are still available. To place electrical components
for these, use the Electrical for Power Data Tile commands to insert callout
blocks, which include symbols for the jumpers, brackets, and distribution blocks needed
when all four tile locations have receptacles. This callout block is automatically exploded
into its component symbols when inserted. Delete unneeded component symbols to suit
your configuration, and manually place plan view receptacle symbols in the locations
provided.
Example: In the diagram below, 36”w power/data tiles are opposite from each other at 3 height. Each tile has
two receptacles, which are placed one above the other since 36PEDBB power/data tile receptacle mounting
brackets can’t be positioned back-to-back.
A 3-5H power/data callout block is placed in front of each face. The exact position is unimportant, since the
callout block is a schematic diagram. In
this case, the 36PEBTJ5 base-to-tile
jumper plugs into the front-side lower
36PEDM block. Power jumps from the
front face to the back face between the
two upper receptacle locations using a
36PEJM jumper, which is shown here in
the back-face electrical schematic.
Unneeded blocks, brackets, and jumpers
are deleted, and receptacles are added.

Generating worksurface
and storage mounting
brackets
After
worksurfaces
and storage items are placed,
the Auto Bracketry command may be used to generate mounting brackets. Worksurface edge mount brackets,
flat brackets, mid-supports, overhead panel mount brackets, and overhead ganging brackets are generated.

Xsite support legs are not generated. These are manually placed if desired, similarly to end panels and support
panels.
Transaction counter mounting brackets are not currently generated.
It is sometimes necessary to delete redundant mid-supports and substitute edge mount brackets.

Xsite specification in Worksheet
BOM takeoff to 20-20 Worksheet is done in the same way as for other product lines. However, the run objects
appear as CAP Standards (effectively, typicals) in the specification. The specification may either be used in its
native outline format or, if Visual Impression rendering is not required, may be flattened and consolidated into a
single table.

Creating a Worksheet SP4 file
The Create Worksheet command creates a Worksheet file from selected items.
Verify that all runs have elevations assigned. It is not necessary to include elevations in the Create Worksheet
selection.
If you correct an elevation error at this point, it’s usually necessary to rerun the autogeneration commands.

Xsite run CAP Standards in Worksheet

By default, Xsite runs appear in Worksheet as CAP Standards – single line items which represent groups of actual
model numbers. These are necessary for rendering in 20-20 Visual Impression, but otherwise may be flattened
(exploded) and consolidated with identical components. It’s possible to prepare both SIF data files and printed
specifications without flattening, but printed specifications must come from a report rather than directly from
the Worksheet table.
In the Worksheet outline level, Xsite runs are listed by elevation name, which appears in the Part Number
column. Each elevation name has a quantity in the Qty column, as with any normal line item.
The pulldown list above the specification allows you to select the elevation name, displaying the contents of
each individual run of that type. In the overall specification, the quantities displayed here are multiplied by the
quantity of this run type Standard at the Worksheet level of the outline.

In effect, the elevation name is a typical, and the actual
number of individual items is how many are in the run times
how often the run appears in the layout.

Flattening and consolidating
standards
If the layout won’t be rendered in Visual
Impression, you can flatten its spec to eliminate
the outline levels, then consolidate identical
line items to reduce the length of the spec and make it easier to
check. Verify that no individual line item is selected, then in the
Edit pulldown menu, select Flatten Standard or Outline Level. If
the selection is greyed out or if the “are you sure” message
describes the current line item rather than all line items, cancel
and deselect the currently selected line item by clicking on the
Item column header at the upper left.

SIF data export from a worksheet containing
standards
If you don’t flatten a spec containing Xsite runs, you must flatten
the exported SIF data file when submitting
an order. In the Export Center, verify that
Export From a Flattened and Consolidated
View is selected.

Printing a specification containing
standards
Printing directly from the table of an Xsite
spec without flattening the standards
doesn’t yield a complete item list. You can
print from a flattened copy of the file, undo
after printing, or print from a report rather than directly from the Worksheet line item table.
Most report templates print a flattened view, including those on the KO website (eTools/CAP/20-20 Worksheet
Templates). When creating or editing a report template, the Flatten Standards checkbox can be found under
Edit/Section Properties.

Xsede layout and specification process
The process for drawing Xsede runs is different from that for Xsite: you start by laying out the upper crossrails in
plan view instead of by placing a “stretchy” run object. After adding legs in plan view, you create elevations to
automatically generate lower crossrails, then add tiles and frameless glass/resin screens in the elevations.
Electrical power kits are placed in plan view, and jumper cables are generated between them.
Note that automation functions apply only to runs with crossrails and tiles, not to table-style configurations with accessory rails, where all
components are manually placed.

Lay out upper crossrails in plan view to define the panel run widths.
Start by laying out all of the upper crossrails of the workstation group in plan view. They snap together in the
same way as panels.

Place upper crossrails in plan view.
Upper crossrail symbols are found in the Xsede catalog under Structure/Crossrails/Crossrail Upper.
It’s good practice to orient the front face of the crossrail toward the interior of the station, since extended lower
crossrails always have the dropped flange facing the back, and single-sided lower crossrails (used at worksurface
height in single-sided open base runs) always face toward the front. When the crossrail symbol is at 0 degrees,
the front face is at 270 degrees (toward the bottom edge of the screen). All of the crossrails of a run should be
oriented in the same direction.
Use snap points (Node osnap mode rather than Endpoint or Intersection) to
maintain proper spacing at connector locations. There should be a slight gap
between the two crossrail corners at a connector location.
The panel placement tool may be used to place upper
crossrails if desired.

Example: In the layout shown at left, two 48” upper
crossrails are snapped end to end to create the spine run,
with 60” runs attached to it at a T connection. Snap
points are displayed as Xs (PDMODE 3 in AutoCAD) rather
than as dots (PDMODE 0).
The 96”w run is supported by stanchion U legs, and the
60” runs by H legs. No legs are used at the T connection;
a T connector will be generated later.
This design will have undersurface electrical trays inside
the 60” runs and on both sides of the 96” run. The 60”
runs will have extended exterior tiles, and the 96” run will
have upper tiles.
The front faces of the 60” runs are oriented east, toward
the interiors of the stations, in order to orient the
extended lower crossrails in the correct direction. The
front face of the 96” run is oriented south, but the run
could instead face north without causing problems for
this design.

Place end crossrail sets and end panels in plan view.
An end crossrail set creates a special type of T connection at the end of a spine run. In addition to the snap
points at its corners, it has a
pair of snap points in the
middle of its front face.
Elevations are created for an
end crossrail set in the same
way as for upper crossrails.
In the previous example, the T connection could have instead been
created by placing a 51”w end crossrail set and two 36”w upper
crossrails. This would eliminate the T connector which will be
generated later in this example.

An end panel attaches in the same way as an end
crossrail set, but no elevations are created for it.

Place legs in plan view, maintaining proper
alignment with ends of crossrails.
All types of legs are manually placed in plan view prior to creating elevations.

This replaces the previous method, where support legs were automatically generated at all possible locations and then changed to other
types or deleted.

Place legs at exposed run ends.
At each exposed run end, align the side of the leg with the
end of the crossrail.

Place legs at end-to-end joints between adjacent crossrails.
At each in-line joint between two crossrail ends, align the
midpoint of the leg with the ends of the crossrails.

Place legs at hi-lo joints.
An Xsede hi-lo connection can only be an in-line
end-to-end connection between a 50”h run and a
42”h run. The 50”h run has a leg, and the 42”h
run has a structural hi-lo kit which bolts to the
side of the 50”h leg. In CAP, the 50”h run and
42”h run are separate run objects (unlike in Xsite),
the 50”h leg is manually placed as part of the 50”h
run, and the hi-lo kit is generated as part of
connector autohardware.

For each unique panel run configuration, create elevations, place tiles, and bind
tiles/validate elevations.
A panel run extends between two connectors/run ends, and consists of one or more frames in a straight line end
to end. An elevation consists of paired front and back elevation views of a panel run. After placing tiles and

other types of components, the Bind command is executed to attach them to the elevation. Binding elevation
symbols to the elevation also automatically executes Validation, displaying red-X error symbols in invalid
configuration locations.
The concept of elevation tile placement is similar to that in Xsite, but binding and validation are handled differently—they’re explicitly
executed by the user rather than automatically occurring after every tile placement. This is the standard CAP elevation method used by
other manufacturers such as Inscape and Knoll. In general, Xsede elevations call for more manual symbol placement when altering the
default configuration (frameless glass, for example), and are less dependent on one-of-a-kind automation like that found in Xsite’s
Elevation Properties box.

Create elevations.
Select the Create/Apply Elevation Template command to display the Elevation Template dialog box.

Under Create New Elevation, enter a name for the elevation, then hit Select Structure To Assign. Select one of the
crossrails of the run.

The remaining crossrails
automatically are added
to the selection, and the
Elevation Template box
indicates the number of
crossrails in the run with
note “x Structure(s)
selected”.
In the example, the 96” spine
run is designated as elevation
A.

The Frame Creation Template box is displayed. Select plan view leg symbols to be included in the elevation, then select
run height, frame type, and lower crossrail types for the entire run or for individual frames.

From the Select button, select the previously placed plan view leg symbols to be included in the elevation.
You can window-select the entire run to select all legs at once.

Selecting legs automatically sets the upper crossrail height. All legs in the run must have the same height; if the
legs have different heights, an error message is displayed. If a run has no legs, then pull down the Upper
Crossrail Height list and select 50 or 42.

If multiple frame types (Upper Tiles/Extended Tiles/Open Base
Tiles) are mixed within the run, uncheck Identical Frames.
This ordinarily occurs only when mixing open base frames with
and without worksurface-height crossrails. Mixing other frame
types within a run is usually undesirable, since the shared leg
between adjacent frames has a poor appearance when the frames
have different lower crossrails.
Pull down the Frame Type list and select Upper Tiles, Extended
Tiles, or Open Base Tiles.

Pull down the WS Crossrail list and select Double Sided Lower Crossrail, Extended Lower Crossrail, or
Single Sided Open Base Crossrail.

Not all selections are available for all run types.
After selecting Create, place the front and rear elevation views.
When placing a new elevation view above or below an existing one, don’t space the views too closely. I find that
spacing elevations at 100” vertical intervals (from one basepoint to the next) is adequate. If the elevations are
too close, it can cause the legs of the existing elevation to move or disappear, and validation errors can also
occur.
Run A is a 42”h upper tile configuration. First, the leg symbols to be included in the Run A elevation are selected as shown above.
In the Frame Creation Template box, the upper crossrail height is automatically set to 42” to
match the selected legs.

The frame type for the entire run is Upper Tiles, and the worksurface height
lower crossrail is Double Sided. The second lower crossrail selection is not
selectable, since an upper tile run has no crossrail at 4” height.

When the front and back elevations are placed, the selected 42” upper tile legs are included, as described by designator 42LUT on the
symbols. This designator corresponds to the leg model number, 45F0242SLUTP.
48”w top caps are automatically generated.
Run B1 is a 42”h extended tile run extending
south from the T connection.

Run B2 is similar to run B1.

Run B2, extending north from the T connection, is identical
to B1 for now.

Place tiles in front and back elevation views.
Tile symbols are manually placed in elevation views. Upper tiles, technology tiles and covers, and extended
exterior tiles snap to the elevation template snap points at 28” height, and open base tiles snap to the 4” height
snap points.

In the example layout, the spine run has 60”w slat tiles on both faces. All other tiles are fabric.
Tiles are placed on the front face, and then the Copy Elevation Side command is used to mirror the tile pattern. Pick the front elevation
name to select the elevation entity rather than the legs or tiles.

In Xsede, the Double Sided Only selection may be used to update frameless glass/resin symbols from the front elevation to the back
elevation (or vice versa). This isn’t really necessary, however, since Binding the elevation after completing all symbol placement
automatically updates double-sided symbols. There are currently no double-sided tiles (glass or pass-thru, for example) in Xsede.

For the wing runs, upper tiles are placed on the front face, and extended exterior tiles on the back face. Tile symbols may be
copied/pasted from B1 to B2 if desired.

Delete and replace top caps with different widths if desired.
To change top cap widths, delete the default top caps in the front elevation and place new elevation symbols
using the Insert Elevation Parts command.
If desired, use Push Template to Opposite/Double Sided Only to immediately update the back elevation.
This is optional, since the back elevation is automatically updated when you Bind after placing all elevation
symbols.
It’s also possible to place double-sided symbols such as top caps in the back elevation, but then Push Template To Opposite must be used
to update the front elevation. When you Bind an elevation pair, the double-sided symbols in the front elevation are automatically pushed
to the back elevation, so that the two elevations show the same top caps.

Snap points for top caps are spaced at 3” intervals along the top edge of the upper crossrail.
Snap to the top-edge snap points, not to the crossrail insertion point 1” down from the top edge.

Place frameless glass panes and top caps.
For frameless glass/resin screens, delete the default top caps and place frameless glass top caps and panes.
Frameless glass top caps and panes snap to the snap points along the top edge of the upper crossrail at 3”
intervals. If desired, either Bind the elevations (if the screen and FG top cap symbols are placed in the front
elevation) or use Push Template To Opposite/Double Sided Only to immediately update the back elevation.
If you place the frameless glass pane and top cap symbols in the back elevation rather than in the front elevation, you must use Push
Template To Opposite.
In the example, the 96”w spine run has a full-width 14”h frameless resin screen. The default 48”w top caps are deleted from the front
elevation, and the top cap and screen are inserted. Binding both elevations automatically inserts the screen and top cap into the back
elevation.

Bind elevation symbols to the elevations.

After all elevation symbols are inserted, you must use the Bind Elevation
Parts command to update CAP’s parts list for the elevation template. Items
which aren’t Bound aren’t counted in Worksheet.
When Binding, window around both the front and back elevations. You can Bind
multiple elevations with the same operation.
There’s no limit to the number of times you can Bind an elevation, and there’s no “unbind” operation involved
when you modify a previously Bound elevation—but you must Bind after completing the changes.
Following the Bind operation, the elevations are automatically Validated to identify errors.
The Validate Elevations command (described below) may also be executed separately if desired, but there’s no known reason to do this
since Validate is now automatically executed after Bind. The Validate Elevations menu selection will probably be eliminated in the future.

In addition, Bind generates 45FWTBP tile brackets to support the top edges of undersurface tiles.

In the example, the Bind selection window includes all front and back elevation views.

Validate the elevations if desired.
The Validate Elevations command (either manually selected or as part of a Bind
operation or initial elevation creation) places red-X error flags for invalid conditions
within an elevation. These include overlapping tiles, incorrect tile or leg height, and
invalid tile locations.
When Validating, window around all elevation views that you want to check.

Validation error examples:

Unbound symbols in elevation views.

Invalid tile height.

Overlapping tiles. This message is also used for standard top caps with frameless screens.

Errors for missing/extra legs are flagged by connector autohardware in plan view rather than by elevation
validation.
One notable validation error which is not currently flagged is incorrect leg type (upper tile legs used in an open base run, or open base legs
in an upper tile or extended tile run). This condition will be added, as will other reasonably likely error conditions that turn up in use.

Unlike in Xsite, red-X validation error symbols are blocks and can be deleted if desired. If you encounter an incorrect validation error (or if
you’re doing a special or field modification that causes an error), you can work around it by deleting the red-X symbol. If it’s convenient,
please report the problem (carl.pfeiffer@kimball.com).

For identical runs, apply existing elevations to additional run instances.
The Create/Apply Elevation Template command can be used to apply an existing elevation to additional
runs with identical crossrail widths. After you select the run, any valid run templates will be listed in the Assign
To Existing Elevation pulldown list.

Run autohardware to generate connectors and end trims.
The Auto Hardware command generates connectors, end trims, and hi-lo trims. It also flags invalid connector
configurations, including extra legs within elevations at run ends adjacent to a connector.
After selecting Auto Hardware, window around the plan view layout. All required connectors and trims are
generated to match the adjacent
run types and heights. L
connectors are generated as left
hand type.
In the example, 42”h extended height T
connector 45F0642CTUTEP is generated at
the T connection, 17”h extended height end
trims 45F17ETRP (right hand) and
45F17ETLP (left hand) at the wing run ends,
and 14”h upper tile end trim 45F14ETP at
the spine run end.

Red-circle errors indicate legs adjacent to connector locations. Delete these redundant legs in the elevations
and reBind the elevations, then rerun Auto Hardware.

In this layout, the spine run and the north wing run should not have a right leg, and the south wing run should not have a left leg. The
“CTRL+click to follow link” behavior doesn’t currently have a link associated with it, but is a standard form for CAP autohardware error
tooltip messages.

In this design, 50”h and 42”h runs are
incorrectly combined at a connector
location.

Similar messages indicate a
missing leg at an exposed run
end, and a connection between
an open base run and an upper
tile or extended exterior tile
run.
No components are generated
at an error location. If an error
occurs at an exposed run end
because of a missing leg, the
end trim is not generated at
that location.

Flip L connectors as desired.

Left-handed and right-handed L connectors
have separate model numbers. All L
connectors are generated as left hand
types. Usually, you’ll want to change some
of these to rights in your plan in order to
align the leg in a particular direction.
To flip selected L connectors, use the Block Replace command to substitute right-handed connectors for lefts.
Right-handed L connector models have an R as the second-last character rather than an L (EX: 45F0450CLUTRP
right, 45F0450CLUTLP left).

Select tile fabrics/finishes in elevation, bind the option selections to the elevations,
and create a finish schedule.

If you’re
using
multiple
fabrics
in your layout (different interior and exterior
fabrics, for example), it’s best to select the
fabric options in the drawing elevations. This
segregates the tiles onto separate line items in
the specification, and allows you to show the
installer where each fabric goes in the
elevation.
Optioning tiles in elevations works the same
way as it does in Xsite. All tile elevation
symbols have a tag which lists their type
(AC=fabric, M=marker, S=slat, E=tech cover).
The next character indicates the selected
fabric or finish option: 0=no option selected,
1=the first fabric/finish selected in the design,
2=the second, and so on. In the Elevation

Symbol Wizard box, to reuse a previously selected option, pull down the Finish Code list and select it.
Nominal tile height and width are also listed in the elevation tag
Bind the elevations after optioning the tiles so that the fabric/finish selections
are included in the worksheet.
The Create/Update Tile Schedule command creates a list of the finish codes in
use in the drawing.

Place worksurfaces in panel groups.
Xsede worksurfaces snap to the corner snap points of crossrails. Use Node object snap mode, not Endpoint or
Intersection, since the snap points are slightly outside the face of the panel run.

Place accessory rails, worksurfaces, and screens in benching configurations.
An accessory rail spans between
freestanding U-legs to create a frame
which supports two back-to-back
Xsede worksurfaces. Tech trays and
undersurface electrical, screens, and
monitor arms can be attached to the
accessory rail.

Glass or resin screens may be placed on accessory rails in plan view. Unlike screens in elevation views, plan view
screens require you to use the Change 3D Height command (or manually set the CAPDH value in the symbol’s
Properties) to make them appear at worksurface height. Set a height of 28.23” for these screens.

Place technology trays.

Tech trays are used to route cables underneath the back
edges of worksurfaces, and are normally used with wire
gap worksurfaces which give access to the tray cavity. For
undersurface electrical, tech trays must be used in order
to conceal the electrical components.
Tech trays are supported by tray mounting brackets,
either double-sided or single-sided. These also serve to
support the worksurface edge. Tech tray end caps are
required to enclose exposed tech tray ends, and tech tray
connectors are used to span leg and connector locations.
Tech trays snap to the corner snap points of
crossrails/accessory rails/power kits. All tech tray,
support bracket, and tech tray connector symbols are
manually placed in plan view.
Tech trays don’t appear in elevations, since they can be connected around corners. They are depicted in plan and 3D views only.

Tech tray bracket locations
A tech tray always requires two brackets near its ends, normally inset 12” from the crossrail end. 66”w-84”w
trays require a third bracket at or near the midpoint. These may be mounted to a worksurface height crossrail
at 6” increments. Snap the bracket to the rail’s corner snap point, then move it left or right a multiple of 6”.
Brackets should not overlap the tray’s curved cutouts, which indicate the receptacle and data port locations.
The actual location of the first mounting point is 6.4” inward from the crossrail end, and the second mounting point is 12” inward. The
recommended bracket location is the second mounting point, as shown in the Worksurface Support product application diagrams in the
Xsede price list.

When mounting trays to an accessory rail, the 6” increment does not apply, since the mounting brackets attach
to slots in the rail rather than holes. The same required quantities and approximate locations for tray support
brackets apply, however.

Place electrical components.
Power kits, receptacles, power feeds, and pass-thru jumpers are placed in plan view. Jumpers between adjacent
power kits (inline and at connectors) are generated within tiled runs with crossrails, but must be manually
placed under accessory rails.

Jumper cable generated for above-surface electrical with tech tiles. Above-surface power kits are yellow.

Jumper cable generated for undersurface electrical under worksurface-height crossrail with tech trays. Undersurface power kits are cyan,
but other components are yellow.

Jumper cable manually placed for undersurface electrical under accessory rail with tech trays. Note that yellow above-surface power kits
are used with accessory rails; these power kits are flipped upside down when installed. This is different from crossrail-mounted
undersurface electrical, which uses undersurface power kits.

Power kits snap to the corner snap points of panel runs or accessory rails, and to each other. Other electrical
components and cover plates snap to the power kits and trays. Receptacles, cover plates, and data plates snap
to snap points on the power kit. If you’re using above-worksurface electrical, you should change the
receptacles’ 3D height to 4” (Change 3D Height command in CAP) so that they appear at tech cover height
rather than at tray height.
You don’t need to adjust heights for cover plates and data plates, since above-surface and undersurface plates are separate models.

Generate electrical jumper cables.
Jumpers between adjacent power kits (inline and at connectors) are generated
within tiled runs with crossrails, but must be manually placed under accessory rails.
The Auto Electrical Hardware selection in the automation palette generates these jumpers.
Pass-thru jumpers between nonadjacent power kits are not generated;
they must be manually placed.

Selecting the Auto Electrical Hardware command displays
the Electrical Automation dialog box, where you can select
an area of the layout for jumper generation. Since only one
wiring type is available in Xsede, CAP’s Wiring Option
selection is not applied.

Jumper configurations

At T and X connections, 90 degree jumpers are generated (rather than straight jumpers) if possible.

Jumper generation error

At connections which include one or more single-sided power kits, jumper generation occasionally fails. This
usually indicates that no valid jumper configuration
exists (a T connection between three single-sided
power kits, for example), but occasionally occurs at
connections which can actually be wired. In these
cases, manually place the jumper symbols.

Support J-hooks
For undersurface electrical, 45FWBUJ J-hooks are
required to support the conduits of power kits
and pass-thru jumpers. Two hooks are used for
each power kit 48” and wider, two per pass-thru
jumper 24”-42”w, and four per pass-thru jumper
48” and wider. Auto Electrical Hardware
generates these hooks for power under crossrails
(not under accessory rails).
Currently (01/15), electrical autohardware incorrectly
generates hooks for 24”-42”w power kits, which don’t require
them. This will be corrected in a future update.

Autogenerated 45FBUJ J-hooks are not depicted
individually, but appear instead in a text symbol
which represents all of the hooks for a single
power kit or pass-thru jumper. This symbol has

the tag HK, and has a CAPQT attribute which lists the quantity of 45FWBUJ required for that power kit. The text
symbol is generated at the insertion point of the power kit symbol.
Pass-thru jumper J-hook generation

Pass-thru jumpers always generate 45FWBUJ hooks, regardless of whether the jumper is intended to be used in
an undersurface application or in an above-surface application. For an above-surface application, J-hooks are
not needed. When a pass-thru jumper is used in an above-surface application, either exclude it from the Auto
Electrical Hardware selection set or delete its HK symbol after generating jumpers.
NYC power kit J-hook generation

Two 45FWBUJ hooks are also generated for each New York City power entry.
J-hooks under accessory rails

When power kits are used underneath an accessory rail (in a table-style configuration without tiles), individual Jhook symbols must be manually placed.

Place worksurface brackets.
Worksurfaces, edge mount brackets/tray mount brackets, flat brackets, and supports are manually placed in
plan view.

Edge mount brackets 45F08WBP and tray mount brackets 45FTBCP/45FTTWSBP
45F08WBP edge mount brackets, double-sided tray mount brackets 45FTBCP, and single-sided tray mount
brackets 45FTBCP snap to the worksurface/crossrail corner snap points, and are then shifted to their proper
locations. Bracket mounting holes are spaced at 6” intervals
along the lower crossrail.
The first bracket mounting location is actually 6.4” from the crossrail end. The
second location is at 12”, and the third is at 18”.
When using an accessory rail (a table application rather than a configuration
with tiles and crossrails), brackets may be located at any point along the rail,
but the same bracket quantities and general locations apply.

For worksurface mounting brackets along the back edge of the
worksurface, the mounting location of the brackets nearest the
back corners of the worksurface depends on whether you have
tech trays and on whether the worksurface end is supported by
an H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg/end panel.
The Xsede end panel is not freestanding; it has an integral stanchion which
attaches to upper and lower crossrails, like an H leg. Freestanding end panels
are not used for run-mounted worksurface support in Xsede.

 A tech tray always gets a bracket 12” from the end,
regardless of whether an H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg/end panel




is present at the worksurface end. This also supports the worksurface back corner.
If an H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg/end panel is under the end of the worksurface, it securely supports the
worksurface end, so the first 45F08WBP edge mount bracket is inset 18” from the end.
If the worksurface end is not over an H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg/end panel, the first 45F08WBP edge
mount bracket is inset 6.4” from the end.

45F08WBP brackets aren’t placed too closely together. Usually, there’s about 18”-36” from a 45F08WBP to the
next worksurface/tray bracket or H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg/end panel. (The primary exception is for end
crossrail sets, which always get a total of four brackets in order to stabilize the structure.) This means that at a
90 degree corner, you don’t place 45F08WBP brackets on both the worksurface back edge and worksurface end
edge, but on one or the other. Generally, a worksurface end is supported by a total of 2 45F08WBP brackets,
one on the end and one on the back. End crossrail sets get two 45F08WBP on the end and none on the back.
45F08WBP worksurface edge support bracket placement procedure

The steps for worksurface support bracket placement are as follows:
1. First, place 45FTBCP/45FTTWSBP tray mounting brackets as described under Tech Tray Mounting
Brackets: one bracket 12” from each end of each tray, and one bracket at the midpoint of a 66”w-84”w
tray.
2. Next, for each end crossrail set, place two edge mount brackets near the corners of each of the two
worksurfaces, for a total of four 45F08WBP at each end crossrail set. Move the brackets 3.25” toward
the worksurface.
3. Next, attempt to place edge mount brackets at joints between adjacent
worksurfaces. If possible, this eliminates one of the two flat brackets at that joint,
reducing cost. You can’t do this if the edge mount bracket overlaps a crossrail end,
though, since it would collide with the leg. If the bracket is in a single-sided application,
move it 3.25” toward the worksurface.
The joint between a main worksurface and a return is a common situation where this rule comes into play.

4. Next, place brackets near crossrail/accessory rail ends, except at an H leg/U
leg/stanchion U leg/end panel. If the bracket is on a run at a support leg/T leg location or at the end of
the run, move the bracket 6.4” inward from the crossrail end. Don’t place brackets closer than about
18” to a previously placed bracket or H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg/end panel; at a 90 degree connection,
only one bracket is needed close to the back corner of the worksurface. Place brackets on longer runs
before shorter runs, and on runs with surfaces on both sides before runs with surfaces on one side;
this will eliminate nearby brackets.
EXC 1: If both runs at a 90 degree corner are 30”w or narrower, add a third bracket on one of
the runs even though it’s closer than normal to the other two brackets.
EXC 2: For a 120 degree configuration where one end of the crossrail is at a stanchion U leg/end
crossrail pair and the other is at a Y connector, the 42”w spine run gets one 45F08WBP near its
midpoint.

The example diagrams in the Xsede price list product application guide
show this bracket at the midpoint, but the actual mounting bracket
location holes are offset 3” from the midpoint of a 42”w crossrail. Place
the bracket 18” from either end of the crossrail.

If the bracket is in a single-sided application, move it 3.25”
toward the worksurface.
5. For 66”w-84”w worksurfaces, use an additional 45F08WBP at the midpoint of the rear edge, but not if
another 45F08WBP or an H leg/U leg/stanchion U leg is within 18”. If the bracket is in a single-sided
application, move it 3.25” toward the worksurface.

Example: In this design, 13 45F08WBP are required.







Case 1 does not apply, since there are no tech trays.
Case 2 requires 4 45F08WBP at the end crossrail set by the return ends.
Case 3 requires 1 45F08WBP at the joints between the main and return surfaces.
Case 4 fails to place 45F08WBP at the ends of the spine run, since those bracket locations are close to previously placed
brackets. 4 45F08WBP are placed at the ends of the 72”w main worksurface runs. For the 24”w runs, 2 45F08WBP are placed
at the exposed run ends, and two other bracket locations fail because they’re too close to previously generated brackets.
Case 5 requires 2 45F08WBP at the midpoints of the 72” surfaces.

Example: In this design, 12 45FTBCP are
required.

Case 1 requires 12 45FTBCP to support
the ends of the 12 back-to-back tech trays. Since
none of the trays are 66”-84”w, no additional
brackets are required at the midpoints of trays.

Case 2 does not apply, since no end
crossrail sets are present.

Case 3 fails, since all of the joints
between adjacent surfaces are supported by legs
(and are close to tech tray support brackets).

Case 4 fails, since all of the crossrail
ends are supported by legs and/or have
previously placed tech tray brackets.

Case 5 does not apply, since none of
the worksurface back edges are 66” or wider.

Example: In this design, 2 45F08WBP are required.

Case 1 does not apply, since there are no
tech trays.

Case 2 does not apply, since there are no
end crossrail sets.

Case 3 requires 2 45F08WBP at the joints
between worksurfaces. Note that these are placed
even though they are less than 18” from the U leg;
45F08WBP brackets which join worksurfaces together
are always placed unless they directly collide with a
leg.

Case 4 fails at the accessory rail ends, since
the locations are close to U legs.

Case 5 does not apply, since the
worksurface back edges are not 66” or wider.

Example: This layout shows the three non-tray
support methods for a three-station 120 degree
group. A T connection between a 42” spine run and
two 24” wings is at 0 degrees. An end crossrail set
attaches to the 42” run at 120 degrees. A stanchion
U leg supports the 42” run at 240 degrees.

Case 1 does not apply, since there are no
tech trays.

Case 2 requires 4 45F08WBP at the end
crossrail set.

Case 3 does not apply, since the
worksurfaces are nonadjacent.

Case 4 places brackets near the ends of the
crossrails. For the T connection run at 0 degrees, 1
45F08WBP are placed 6.4” from the ends. For the
end crossrail set run at 120 degrees, 1 45F08WBP is
placed 18” from the Y connector. (Either 18” or 24”
distance from the Y connector is correct.) For the
stanchion U leg run at 240 degrees, 1 45F08WBP is
generated at 24” from the Y connector.

Case 5 does not apply, since the
worksurface back edges are not 66” or wider.

Flat brackets 45WIBF1
As with other systems product lines, a joint between two worksurfaces requires two flat brackets unless the
surfaces are tied together by some other support. In Xsede, a shared 45F08WBP edge mount bracket
eliminates the rear flat bracket, as does a shared partial-depth U leg/stanchion U leg. A shared full-depth H
leg/U leg/stanchion U leg eliminates both flat brackets, as does a touchdown WS attachment kit.

Support rails 45W48WSSR
For a straight/taper worksurface 51”-60” wide whose front edge is not otherwise supported at the midpoint,
use a 45W48WSSR support rail to support the wide kneespace. This eliminates the stick leg which would
otherwise be required.
Valid front edge supports include stick legs, U legs, and full-height pedestals.

Stick legs 45F0227USP
For a straight/taper worksurface 63”-84” wide whose front edge is not supported by a partial-depth U
leg/stanchion U leg near their midpoint (or by a full-depth leg), use a 45F0227USP stick leg near the midpoint to
support the wide kneespace.
45F0227USP legs may also be used to support front corners of worksurfaces, if the panel run is otherwise stable
and the worksurface is prevented from moving under a sideways load. 45F0227USP legs can’t be used to create
freestanding tables, and won’t prevent a panel run from deflecting.

Touchdown worksurface supports 45WWSMKTDP
For all touchdown worksurfaces, use a 45WWSMKTDP support kit to attach the touchdown to the ends of two
other worksurfaces which are supported by a U leg/stanchion U leg.
The kit includes attachment brackets, support rail, and stick leg. No other brackets or supports are required for
the touchdown surface, but the U leg supporting the other surfaces is separate.

Place glide covers.
45F0204LGCP glide covers are optional cosmetic sleeves which conceal the glides. These may be manually
placed for any leg, including both panel legs and worksurface support legs.

Generate 3D model.
Xsede 3D model creation uses the standard methods.
As noted above, for above-surface electrical receptacles and plan view screens (not screens in panel elevations),
you should use Change 3D Height to properly align the 3D symbols. (You can manually move the 3D symbols
instead, but if you’re also doing a Visual Impression rendering, Change 3D Height must be used so that the
symbol’s CAPDH attribute value is properly set.)

Create installation drawing sheets.
Installation drawings can be created using standard methods, including the use of the KOXpress toolbar.
However, KOXpress viewports haven’t yet been updated to properly filter Xsede symbol layers, and the symbols
themselves need some further refinement to tag location and layering in order to eliminate some of the clutter.
You can manually manipulate layer display within a viewport by using the Freeze Or Thaw In Current
Viewport setting in the layer list, or by using the VPLAYER command. These layers are commonly frozen in
specific viewports:

Layers used in Xsede drawings
Color
Index

Color
Name

A_FURN_ERROR
CAP_ERROR_SYMBOL
0-T
AFUAC-3-BLAK
AFUAC-3-PNT1
AFUAC-3-SNAP
AFUAC-P-DASH
AFUAC-P-SNAP
AFUAC-P-SOLI
AFUAC-P-TXT2
AFUAC-P-TXT2-T
AFUCN-3-FAB1
AFUCN-3-GLD1
AFUCN-3-PNT1
AFUCN-3-PNT2
AFUCN-3-SNAP
AFUCN-P-DASH
AFUCN-P-SNAP
AFUCN-P-SOLI
AFUCN-P-TXT1
AFUCN-P-TXT1-T
AFUEL-3-BLAK

7
7
7
9
1
9
7
9
9
9
161
254
9
254
1
7
7
7
7
7
7

(white)
(white)
(white)

AFUEL-3-MTLP

9

Layer Name

Plan
x

(red)
(white)
(white)
(white)
(white)
(white)
(white)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

AFUEL-3-PLT1

253

AFUEL-3-PNT1
AFUEL-3-SNAP
AFUEL-P-DASH
AFUEL-P-SNAP
AFUEL-P-SOLI
AFUEL-P-SOLU
AFUEL-P-TXT1
AFUEL-P-TXT1-T
AFUEL-P-TXT2

9
1
2
2
2
4
2
2
2

(red)
(yellow)
(yellow)
(yellow)
(cyan)
(yellow)
(yellow)
(yellow)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

AFUEL-P-TXT2-T

2

(yellow)

x

AFUEL-P-USNP
AFUEL-P-UTXT
AFUEL-P-UTXT-T
AFUPN-3-FAB1
AFUPN-3-FAB2
AFUPN-3-GLSS

4
4
4
161
151
7

(cyan)
(cyan)
(cyan)

x
x
x

(white)

Elev
x
x

(red)
(white)

3D

Purpose
Autohardware error circle flags
Red-X elevation error flags
Elevation
Accessory black
Not used
Accessory snap point
Accessory outline dashed
Accessory snap point
Accessory outline solid
Not used
Not used
Connector fabric
Connector glide
Connector paint
Connector paint
Connector snap point
Connector outline dashed
Connector snap point
Connector outline solid
Not used
Connector type text
Electrical black

x

Electrical plated

x
x
x

Electrical plastic
Electrical paint
Electrical snap point
Electrical outline dashed
Electrical snap point
Electrical outline solid
Electrical outline solid undersurface
Not used
Electrical type text
Not used

x
x
x

Electrical type text
Electrical snap point undersurface
Not used
Undersurface power kit text
Panel fabric
Panel fabric
Panel glass

Product type

Block name P_
Keyboard arm

Power/data bar,
power/data
grommet
Power/data bar,
power/data
grommet

45FBUJ hook
(manually placed)

AFUPN-3-PLT1
AFUPN-3-PNT1
AFUPN-3-PNT2
AFUPN-3-PNTR
AFUPN-3-SNAP
AFUPN-3-TRNL
AFUPN-3-WHBD
AFUPN-E-SNAP
AFUPN-E-SOLI
AFUPN-E-TILE
AFUPN-E-TRIM
AFUPN-E-TXT1

253
9
254
9
1
7
7
7
7
5
1
1

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

(red)
(white)
(white)
(white)
(white)
(blue)
(red)
(red)

AFUPN-E-TXT1-T

1

(red)

x

AFUPN-E-TXT2
AFUPN-E-TXT2-T
AFUPN-E-TXT3

7
7
7

(white)
(white)
(white)

x
x
x

AFUPN-E-TXT3-T

7

(white)

x

x
x
x
x
x

AFUPN-P-DASH

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-FRAM

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-SNAP

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-SOLI

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT1

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT1-T

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT2

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT2-T

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT3

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT3-T

7

(white)

x

AFUPN-P-TXT4
AFUPN-P-TXT4-T
AFUPN-P-TXT5

7
7
7

(white)
(white)
(white)

x
x
x

AFUPN-P-TXT5-T

7

(white)

x

A-FURN-ET-TEXT

7

(white)

x

A-FURN-P-ACSY-T
A-FURN-P-COMP-T
A-FURN-P-ELEC
A-FURN-P-ELEC-T
A-FURN-P-PNLS-CON-T
A-FURN-P-PNLS-SCRN-T
A-FURN-P-PNLS-T
A-FURN-P-PNLS-TILE-T
A-FURN-P-PNLS-TRM-T
A-FURN-P-WKSF
A-FURN-P-WKSF-ACY-T
A-FURN-P-WKSF-SUP-T
A-FURN-P-WKSF-T

7
6
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1

(white)
(magenta)
(blue)
(blue)
(green)
(green)
(green)
(green)
(green)
(red)
(red)
(red)
(red)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Panel plastic
Panel paint
Panel paint
Panel trim paint
Panel snap point
Panel translucent
Panel whiteboard
Panel snap point
Panel outline solid
Panel outline solid
Panel outline solid
Not used

Panel text
Not used
Not used
Not used
Panel text
Panel outline dashed
Panel outline solid/dashed
Panel snap point
Panel outline solid
Not used

Panel text
Not used

Panel text
Not used
Panel text
Not used
Panel text
Not used
Panel text
x
Elevation text
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used
Not used

Screens
Markerboard tile
Frame
Tile
Top cap, screen
Tile, screen
type/size/option
tag (elevation)

Leg size/type
(elevation)
Tech tray
Crossrail, leg
(plan)
Leg, tile, top cap,
screen (plan)
Upper crossrail
size (plan,
elevation), tile
size/type/option
tag (plan), tech
tray size/type
Lower crossrail
size/type (plan,
elevation)
Leg size/type
(plan)
Tech tray
Screen size/type
(plan)
Elevation name
(plan, elevation),
height, snap
points (elevation)

AFUSF-3-GLD1
AFUSF-3-LAM1
AFUSF-3-LAM2

254
34
34

AFUSF-3-PNT1

9

x
x
x

Worksurface glide
Worksurface laminate
Worksurface laminate

x

Worksurface paint

AFUSF-3-PVRM

7

(white)

x

AFUSF-3-SNAP
AFUSF-P-DASH
AFUSF-P-SNAP
AFUSF-P-SOLI
AFUSF-P-TXT-1
AFUSF-P-TXT-1-T
AFUSF-P-TXT-2
AFUSF-P-TXT-2-T

1
1
7
1
1
1
1
1

(red)
(red)
(white)
(red)
(red)
(red)
(red)
(red)

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Worksurface PVC rim
Worksurface snap point
Worksurface outline dashed
Worksurface snap point
Worksurface outline solid
Not used
Worksurface text
Not used
Worksurface text

Leg
Worksurface
End panel
Leg, end panel
bracket, accessory
rail
Worksurface, end
panel

Size
Bracket type

Xsede specification in Worksheet
Xsede panel run objects appear in Worksheet as CAP Standards, similar to Xsite. The individual frame and tile
line items are contained within the standard and can be viewed by “stepping into” the standard using the
pulldown list directly above the line items.
When exporting a SIF data file from a worksheet that contains standards, it’s important to check the Export
From A Flattened And Consolidated View checkbox. If this isn’t selected, items will be missing from the SIF
file.
You can manually flatten and consolidate the worksheet to eliminate the standards. Use command
Edit/Flatten Command Or Outline Level to explode the standard (and multiply by the quantity on the
standard’s line item), followed by Worksheet/Consolidate to merge identical line items.

Xsede rendering in Visual Impression
Visual Impression displays Xsede items using the standard methods.
As noted above, for above-surface electrical receptacles and plan view screens (not screens in panel elevations),
you should use Change 3D Height to properly align the 3D symbols in the drawing before doing the rendering.

Xsite Checklist
This list is provided for your convenience. It does not replace an actual specification check with the pricelist. It is essential to
consult the actual pricelist for the specification tips located on the items listed within your bill of materials.

General Overview







Review Specification tips on product throughout pricelist.
Confirm “special” quote pricing including product model number with description and option codes.
Finishes (Any upcharges? 10%-20% for various finishes), (Wood) 547 (Paint) 550 (Laminate)
551 (thermafoil). Additional fixed charges may also be incurred based on development as a whole or based on individual
model numbers.
Have COM fabrics been approved
Review panel run and load bearing restrictions
Service parts are listed as net in worksheet when noted as dollars and cents.

Plan View











Confirm that the correct wall Traxx tile is used and it is railroaded.
Confirm the correct count on frames, connectors and Top caps.
Electrical/ data tile accessories
Power Data Tile (s), Mid Distribution Block, Distribution Block Bracket
Mid-Block Jumper, Duplex Receptacle, Panel-to-Panel jumper, Base to Power/ Data Tile Jumper
Electrical Distribution-Shared or Independent (10S and 10D cannot be mixed)
Jumpers, review correct application/ model number
Duplex Receptacles (3&1, 2&2 or 3+3)
Mark circuit designations on plan. Confirm building capacity on electrical?
Power feed, base or ceiling? Power pole? Does this include communications?
Count worksurfaces, are they supported correctly? Mid-supports cannot be located at the end of a worksurface.
Side support, mid-supports and flat brackets (Adjusts down 1 ¼” to 3 ¾”)

Elevation View








Do not plan storage tiles back-to-back, note positioning of power/ data tiles, consider the placement of glass and ventilated
tiles. Storage tile accessories must be ordered separately from Perks.
Are additional mid-frame supports required to support Xsite Traxx?
Stacking structures cannot exceed a quantity of one on a base structure.
Only one stack can be added at the base height in either 1 or 2 high.
Has both the framed glass and top cap been specified?
Do Top caps need to run the full distance of 96” MAX or do they need to match wireways.
Xsite Traxx (Located at the top of each tile) and does not exceed beyond 6” from frame.
Has wireway cover type been selected? The data punch does not ship with a cover.

